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Abstract
Microprocessor performance has improved rapidly these years. In 
contrast, memory latencies and bandwidths have improved little. 
The result is that the memory access time has been a bottleneck 
Abstract- Microprocessor performance has improved rapidly 
these years. which limits the system performance. Memory 
controller (MC) is designed and built to attacking this problem. 
The memory controller is the part of the system that, well, controls 
the memory. The memory controller is normally integrated into 
the system chipset. This paper shows how to build an Advanced 
Microcontroller Bus Architecture (AMBA) compliant MC as 
an Advanced High-performance Bus (AHB) slave. The MC is 
designed for system memory control with the main memory 
consisting of SRAM and ROM. Additionally, the problems met 
in the design process are discussed and the solutions are given 
in the paper.
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I. Introduction
The Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture (AMBA) is 
used as the on-chip bus in system-on-a-chip (SoC) designs. 
Since its inception, the scope of AMBA has gone far beyond 
microcontroller devices, and is now widely used on a range 
of ASIC and SoC parts including applications processors used in 
modern portable mobile devices like smartphones. The AMBA 
protocol is an open standard, on-chip interconnect  specification 
for the connection and management of functional blocks in a 
System-on-Chip (SoC). It facilitates right-first-time development 
of multi-processor designs with large numbers of controllers and 
peripherals. AMBA was introduced by ARM Ltd in 1996. The first 
AMBA buses were Advanced System Bus (ASB) and Advanced 
Peripheral Bus (APB). In its 2nd version, AMBA 2, ARM added 
AMBA High-performance Bus (AHB) that is a single clock-edge 
protocol. In 2003, ARM introduced the 3rd generation, AMBA 3, 
including AXI to reach even higher performance interconnect and 
the Advanced Trace Bus (ATB) as part of the Core Sight on-chip 
debug and trace solution. These protocols are today the de-facto 
standard for 32-bit embedded processors because they are well 
documented and can be used without royalties. Asynchronous 
FIFO to support burst transaction up to 16-beat his paper describes 
how to build the AHB-MC. And combining the problem met in the 
process of designing, the corresponding solutions are presented. 
Finally, the simulation results are presented.

II. Architecture Of AHB-MC
The AHB-MC mainly consists of three modules: AHB slave 
interface, configuration interface, and external memory interface. 
Fig. 1 shows the architecture of AHB-MC.

               

Fig. 1: Architecture of AHB-MC

A. AHB Slave Interface
The AHB slave interface converts the incoming AHB transfers to 
the protocol used internally by the AHB-MC. The state machine 
is shown in fig. 2.

Fig. 2: AHB Slave Interface State Machine

B.   External Memory Interface
The external memory issues commands to the memory from the 
command FIFO, and controls the cycle timings of these commands. 
The state machine is shown in fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: External Memory Interface State Machine

Fig. shows the timing of a read from memory and a write to 
memory with two wait states

The dep[icts about theread anmd writing cycles of the   Advanced 
Microcontroller Bus Architecture (AMBA) is used as the on-chip 
bus in system-on-a-chip (SoC) design

Fig. 4: Memory Read with Two Wait States

1. Memory Bank Select
Because system will change the memory map after system boot, 
AHB-MC is designed to support a remap signal which is used 
to provide a different memory map. AHB-MC has four memory 
banks, which are selected by XCSN signal. The XCSN signal 
is controlled by the address of a valid transfer, and the system 
memory map mode. So before the system memory is remapped, 
the boot ROM at 0x3000 0000 is also mapped to the base address 
of 0x0000 0000 as shown in Table 1.
A CPU interface supports signaling of higher priority pending 
interrupts to a target processor before an active interrupt completes. 
A pending interrupt is only signaled if both:

Its priority is higher than the priority mask for that CPU • 
interface, see Priority masking.
Its group priority is higher than that of the Running priority on • 
the CPU interface, see Priority grouping and Running Priority 
Register, GICC_RPR.

Preemption occurs at the time when the processor acknowledges 
the new interrupt, and starts to service it in preference to the 
previously active interrupt or the currently running process. 
When this occurs, the initial active interrupt is said to have 
been preempted. Starting to service 

Table 1: XCSN Coding
Input Input Input Output
HSelect Remap HADDR[29:28] XCSN
0 X XX 1111
1 0 00 0111
1 0 01 1101
1 0 10 1011
1 0 11 0111
1 1 00 1110
1 1 01 1101
1 1 10 1011
1 1 11 0111

2. Memory Write Control
To support for writing in word (32-bits), half-word (16-bits) and 
byte (8-bits), the XWEN signal is used in the AHB-MC. 
Table shows the relationship between XCSN and the inputs from 
AHB bus.

HSIZE[1:0] HADDR[1:0] XWEN[3:0]

10 (word) XX 0000

01(half) 0X 1100

01(half) 1X 0011

00(byte) 00 1110

00(byte) 01 1101

00(byte) 10 1011

00(byte) 11 0111
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C.   Configuration Interface
The main function of the configuration interface is to change the 
configuration registers (SETCYCLE and SETOPMODE register) 
according to the commands from AHB to APB bridge which 
converts AHB transfers from the configuration port to the APB 
transfers that the configuration interface require. 
Each memory chip supported by AHB-MC has two registers 
(CYCLE register and OPMODE register), which contain all the 
timing parameters that are required for the controller to set correct 
access timings. Which cycle and operation mode registers are 
updated is determined by the configuration registers: SETCYCLE 
and SETOPMODE as shown in fig. 6.

III. Simulation Results
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